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Linda McKenzie, a junior nursing student, competed in the
para-ski nationals in Snowbird, Utah. She will compete in the
World Championships that will be held in Flachau, Austria this
month.
Special to Highlander

by Stephanie Roller
Senior reporter

Para-skiing and slalom racing are sports that require skill,
hours of practice, an abundance
of confidence, and maybe even
a little craziness to participate
in. Think about what it must
take to compete in either sport,
let alone to compete in both! A
couple of words come to mind:
crazy, certainly, but commitment too.
Linda McKenzie, a junior
nursing student, has achieved
the skill and commitment and
will compete in the World
Championship Para-Skiing
competition in Flachau, Austria held March 20-28, 1993.
The world competition will
have teams representing 23
countries. McKenzie is one of
four women on the USA team,
and the only one from Colorado. A men's team will also
represent the USA
What exactly is para-skiing?
Imagine jumping out of a helicopter 3,000 ft above the ground
and maneuvering a canopy to a
15 centimeter landing pad. The
canopy opens five seconds after the jump with winds in the
5-7 mph range. If winds are
over 15 mph, helicopter jumps
cannot be made.
Hitting the three centimeter

center dot on the pad, a bull' s
eye, insures a perfect score.
Six jumps are made. The
person with the lowest total
score, representing the landing distance from the center
of the pad, wins.
Next comes competition on
the giant slalom ski-race
course. The total score from
the six jumps is added to the
giant slalom ski-racing time
to determine the winner.
McKenzie started jumping
five years ago and took up
skiing a short four years ago.
"I have made a little over 600
jumps and have the fewest
jumps of any of my team
members. Our team leader is
from Utah and has over 4,000
jumps. People competing normally have made between 2
and 3 thousand jumps," said
McKenzie.
The Nursing department and
Student Life have helped sponsor McKenzie's trip to Austria "The nursing students
think it is pretty fascinating
that I jump out of helicopters
and race the slalom course,"
said McKenzie.
Anyone wishing to help
sponsor McKenzie's Austria
trip, may contact her through
the nursing department.
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by Sarah Barnes
Guest reporter
"Skydive one, clear for takeoff," said the pilot as the skydivers prepared their gear for a
thrilling experience. After the
Cessna reached a designated
jumping altitude of 12,000 feet,
the skydivers spotted for the
best location to exit, signaled
the pilot to slow the plane and
scrambled to the door.
Regis alumnus Jeff Bishop,
'92, who has over 500 jumps,
recalled the excitement of one
of his past skydives. As the
plane cut was made, Bishop
somersaulted out the door and
quickly turned back to watch
the plane disappear.
Gaining speeds of 120 mph,
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Bishop fell through the sky and
appreciated the freedom, serenity and peace. "The sensation of free fall cannot be explained," insisted Bishop. "I
can't describe it. It's just like
playing on a pillow of air."
Bishop explained the basic
free fall position as an arch,
with a bend at the waist. This
form allows the air to pass
smoothly over the body and by
changing the body position, one
can change the direction of
flight. "The key to stability is
just to relax so the wind can
shape your body," explained
Bishop. "Skydiving is like

Please see

Skydive on p. 7
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Scene at R e g i s - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Joe Currat peeks out from the election booth in the Student Center before casting his vote
or the new exec board members.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

Darryl Van Leer, who
travels the lecture circuit
re-enactingMalcolmX
speeches, was at Regis
recently.
AndreattaGrisenti/
Highlander
Lisa Greco/Ranger

e new executive board members are: Marguerite
oledo, Carrie Wansser, Kim Aragon, Dan Golightly,
om Dezzutti, Brian Steffen, Daphne Reitz and MichIle Freeman.
Lisa Greco/Ranger
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More Regis NewsElection results
President:

Director of Finance:

Dom Dezzutti
36%
Dawn Harris
29%
Tim Kazmerski
21%
Mike DeHerrera
14 %

Bridget Ireland
49%
Bryan Steffen
51%

Vice President of
General Assembly:
Marguerite Toledo
100%

Vice President of Program Activities Club:
Michelle Freeman
57%
Christina Narracci
43%

Director of Operations:
Kim Aragon
60%

Director of College
Relations:
Daphne Reitz
100%

Director of Community Relations:
Kerry Wanser
100%

Chief Justice:
Dan Golightly
44%

Brannon McPherson
34%
Matt Klene
21%
Percentages are rounded off
to the nearest whole number.
Numerical breakdown is
available to candidates
through the Student Executive Board.

Students shape up
by Brannon McPherson
Guest reporter

cafeteria there was an assortment of t.alks and fitness testings, like Cancer Awareness,

lt seems as though, before

Mds A.wareness, Microf1t/Body

long, spring will be upon us and Composition and Fat Display.
the weather will become nice Health Nut Week proved to be
and livable again. People will a success again this year due to
start pulling out their shorts and the enormous turnout.
Fitness Challenge is one of
t-sbirts, and forget about that
long cold winter that has just the past favorite events at the
Fitness Center. The challenge
past.
Well, the Regis University is to get people to truly set a
Fitness Center is here and wants goal for themselves and stick
to help you knock off those by that goal. Prizes are awarded
excess pounds that were gained for people who continue to meet
over this past winter season. their goal.
To start things off a person
Losing pounds couldn't be done
without also eating right, so to will come in and max out on all
make sure you are aware of the the machines. They are then
do's and don'ts of fitness the given a skin fold test, a fat test,
Fitness Center has just the thing and a flexibility test. With help
of personal trainers, the person
for you.
On February 22 the Fitness is given a goal of how much
Center started spring training weight to lose and how to go
early with Health Nut Week about executing this task.
When the person reaches their
and starting the Fitness Challenge. This was set up to let goal, prizes are rewarded, and
people know what the Fitness recognition is given. This proves
Center bad to offer and help to be beneficial, because it
you really push yourself to stay- continues to make people work
hard and strive for their goals.
ing fit.
If you have any questions or
Throughout the Health Nut
Week there were numerous open comments, please contact any
house events with juice and of the qualified staff at the Regis
muffins provided after every University Fitness Center.
exercise class. While in the

Get high naturally

Jody M. Wissel
Guest reporter
Have you seen a falling star?
Heard your favorite song? Had
a perfect day on the slopes?
These are natural highs and one
week crammed full of them is
coming up March 15th to the
19th.
Natural Highs Week is sponsored by CHOICES, the substance abuse prevention program
on campus. There will be many
activities promoting healthy lifestyles and speakers will be present to stimulate thought and
action in these areas. Events
and parties will be held throughout the week on the theme of
healthy living and natural highs.
Contests in which the winner
will receive his/her own personal toga party for friends will
be held all week long.

There will be opportunities
to partake in adventures only
dreamed of, like bungee jumping and parachuting. It will be
an experience that nobody will
want to miss.
As well as the Natural Highs
Week, CHOICES has been involved with many other programs on campus.
The non-alcoholic bar is sponsored by CHOICES. It provides an alternative to drinking alcohol at school fu nctions.
The bar is regularly at Thursday Thrills and Sunday Thrills.
The bar can also be contracted
out to substance abuse prevention and has been wildly successful.
It has been at the Righteous
Regis Rally, the Marriot Golf
Tournament, and at the Secrets presentation. The bar

can be reserved by calling Kim
Richardson in personal counseling.
One of the main focuses of
the CHOICES program is peer
education . Peers are trained in
the areas of substance abuse.
This includes characteristics of
the drugs involved, recognizing sign of abuse, and possible
options for the peer in these
instances. This is an on-going
project for the CHOICES program and one that is very vital
to promoting healthy lifestyles.
The CHOICES office is located in the Life Directions
Center in the Resource Room
and Kim Richardson is the
program workship. She can be
reached at 458-3507 or 4584323 for bar reservations, bartender applications, and questions or comments.

Space reallocation underway
Todd Lasala
Guest reporter
Next year, there will be several new occupants taking up
space in the Student Center,
and these new occupants will
be student clubs and organizations. The changes are a result
of a proposal that was submitted to the administration during the fall semester by the Student Government.
The proposal, which is a re-

next year there will be several
new offices available to student clubs and organizations
on the second floor of the
Center.
In addition, the three media
on campus, the Ranger Yearbook, the
Highlander, and KRCX are
currently considering moving
into a special new "media center" in the basement level of
the Student Center.

process that will be available
to all clubs and organizations
currently active in the General
Assembly.
There is a Space Allocation
Committee that has already
begun to meet and has drafted
an application process to ensure a smooth and equitable
change in the occupants of the
Student Center.
The Student Government is
encouraging any clubs

and

sult of the requests made by the
students at the fall All-Campus

According to Student Executive Board President Todd

organizations wtlo feel tllat t11ey
could make good use of the

Leadership Retreat, asked that
the Student Center be reserved
primarily for student clubs, organizations and services. Thus,

LaSala, the reallocation of this
space will be moderated by
the Student Government and
there will be an application

space that will be awarded after the application procedure is
completed this March to apply.

Why did you choose to come
to the United States?
Because the American people
are nice'.
Why Denver?
Because hereis tht! best place
to ski. ·
Are there any things you
don't Jike about being in .·.
America, or at Regis?
Sometimes I feel homesi.::k,

Page 4, Highlander,March 4, 1993

Editorials--- Highlander Staff Editorial:
Regis University

Highlander
Editorial & Managerial Staff
Co-Editors
Del Stark
Tammy Brannen
Sports Editor
Trey Fitz-Gerald
Entertainment Editor
Barb Shockley
Advertising Manager
Tillie Sanchez
Photo Editor
Corey S. Flanagan
Copy Editor
Jennifer Susich

Senior Reporter
Stephanie Roller
Business Manager
Bridget Ireland
Recruiting
Kendra Mondragon
Photographer
Andreatta Grisenti
Faculty Advisor
Dr. Janellen Hill Smith

As Spring Break approaches, the Highlander staff had community service on
its mind. Our photo editor, Corey Flannagan and co-editor, Tammy Brannen,
are spending next week in South America for Focus Belize.
The staff agrees that Regis' effort to
participate in various service projects is
one of the strongest aspects of Regis.
As a matter of fact, it is the main reason
one of our staff members came to Re-

gis.
Community service teaches people
how to be part of a team through volunteering in group efforts. This is extremely beneficial because by volunteering, one has no desire for personal
gain and thus can actually get things accomplished in order to serve others.
In order to promote community serv-

From the office of the president
by Todd A. LaSala

Student Executive Board President
Last week we elected the · Student
Executive Board for 1993-94. There
were some exciting races, good debates,
and this promises to be a very capable
group of student leaders to take our
campus into the next academic year.
Yet this election process was someby Stephanie Roller
thing of a rude awakening for the 1992Senior reporter
93 Executive Board. Though we were
Campus Crime is on the increase at the Regis University main campus.
very excited about seeing the new Board
Leather jackets, purses, money in offices, computers and credit cards are among
elected, it reminded us that there are
those items found missing. Book bags and purses left unattended have disapthings that we are determined to accompeared.
plish before we leave our term of office.
Students, faculty and staff should be on the lookout for anything suspiciour.
Though it would be easy to coost through
and report any problems to security. Be aware not to leave valuables in cars, on
the month of March and call it a "transi-

Theft alert!

desks, or in offices. Don't leave purses or bookbags unattended in any building,
even momentarily.
_

Students living in the residence halls should take care to lock their rooms
when leaving.
Be alert and protect your valuables!

C11111 . T....,,,...W..~

ice, Regis has a department headed
by Jamie Birge that focuses on Service Learning. Community service is
a requirement for all freshmen, the
people in the Honors Program and all
clubs on campus.
Romero House is another project
that emerged from Regis to help the
community in north Denver and the
Cascade Project is an attempt to provide social/academic mentors for the
youth of Denver.
Regis stands apart from other colleges and universities due to the strong
emphasis on community service. This
is a vital part of Jesuit education and
Regis as a community is doing a great
job upholding the ideals set out centuries ago.

tion period," the cmrent Student Gov-

fall. We will be holding an application process for this space, and all
clubs that are currently active in the
General Assembly are welcome and
encouraged to apply.
We are convinced that having many
of our clubs and organizations with
offices together will help to enhance
their cohesiveness and collaboration
on a variety of activities and endeavors.
We are also seriously considering
an overhaul of our Student Government system and structure. Though
we feel that General Assembly has run
relatively effectively and made progress with innovations like the Focus
Issue, we aspire to move our student

ernment seems unwilling to do this. ln legislature to a new level.
We are evaluating our system and
some ways, I think that we are deterhoping
to do away with General
mined to work harder than ever. These
Assembly
in order to replace it with a
are the things that we are focused on
true
Student
Senate. We think that if
right now.
we
could
install
a two-house system
We are dedicated to training the new
that
would
have
student representagroup better than any Student Executive
tives
from
each
club
and organization
Board in previous years has been trained.
in
the
form
of
Senators,
we could give
We are trying to spend ample time with
them
greater
responsibilities
and a more
the new Government and leave thoreffective
voice
on
campus.
ough records and documentation of our
Though this change would admitaccomplishments and tribulations from
be dramatic, it could wield untedly
this year.
We will leave them a wealth of knowl- limited potential to the legislative
edge and experiences and hope that they branch of the Regis Student Governcan learn from and build on the progress ment. This would be hard work for us
that we have made this year. By the time in our last month in office, but we are
the new Executive Board is inaugurated willing to commit to it.
As we prepare to wrap up one of the
on March 26th they will be ready.
The current Student Government is most successful years in Regis Stualso busy reallocating the space in the dent Government history, we are still
Student Center. One of the major goals dedicated to working for your goals as
on the Student Agenda has been making they appear in the Student Agenda.
We pass the torch to the new Stuthe Student Center a place for student
dent
Government with both exciteclubs and organizations, and we have
ment
and sadness, but we are confiworked hard to make this a reality. We
our efforts have been a foundent
that
drafted a proposal that will move several clubs and organizations into the dation for the 1993-94 Student ExecuStudent Center for the first time next tive Board and beyond.

Letters to the editor
Letters must be typed, double-spaced and
signed. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. Submissions exceeding this length
may be edited to fit available space. Include
your name address and phone number so that
we may contact you to discuss editing
changes.
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Task force strives for
diversity on campus
by Deborah Hall
Guest reporter

Over the past few months,
the topic of sexual identity has
surfaced on Regis campus. With
the passing of Amendment 2
and President Clinton• s proposed
lifting of the ban on homosexuals in the military, some students and faculty/staff members have voiced concern about
the status of gays and lesbians
on campus.
A few students approached
Todd LaSala, president of the
Executive Board, about starting a club or support group that
is geared toward the gay and
lesbian population on campus.
As a result, key administrators
and staff members gathered in
order to discuss further the issues of sexual orientation and
diversity.
The guest speaker, Fr. Gold,
who is the head of the Arcbdioce1:an AIDS Task Force, outlined the Church's ideal for
sexual behavior and some of
the te'lsions involved in pastoral _.Jractice. Among some of
the topics that were discussed
at the meeting included: acceptance of diversity, fear of homosexuality, religious conflicts and
anti-discrimination provisions.
Tom Reynolds, Vice President of StudentLife, appointed

CAREER SERVICES

receive some counseling training to be better equipped at
addressing team members on
the issues of homosexuality and
diversity. Over the past few
years, some student athletes have
confided in Schroeder about their
sexual identity and were confused about whether they should
tell their parents, friends or
fellow teammates.
A statement issued by the
Vatican reaffirming its traditional stand on homosexuality
and homosexual behavior disturbed and frightened many
Catholics, both heterosexual and
homosexual. As a result, some
gay students approached Schroeder wondering whether or
not "this (Regis) is going to be
an O.K. place for me to be."
The task force is currently
working on a program of events
to educate people at Regis.
Educational efforts are geared
toward the residential community and the broader campus.
Some of the proposed measures for educating people include dorm programs on
"homophobia" and discrimination, lectures given by local
community leaders, and a brown
bag in-service.
The task force also hopes to
facilitate the creation of an anti-

Career Services has more employers coming
on campus to speak with. YOU! Mark these
dates on your calendar.
March 18 New York Life Recruiting Day
(Interviewing All Majors)
March 23 IDS {Branch of American Express)
Information Session
5:30 - 7:00 in Resource Library

March 25

Denver Federal Personal Council
Recruitment Subcommittee
Information Session
5:00 - 7:00 in LDC Classroom

Stop by Career Services for more information on these employers and see what else
we have to offer _you!!_!

discrimination policy for the
entire University. Some members of the task force have re-

a group of faculty and staff in cently attended an all-day
order to look at some of the seminar at West Pines Psychivarious proposals. The mem- atric Hospital on meeting the
bers of the task force are: Sr. mental health needs of gays
Ann Goggin, Ken Phillips, Jim and lesbians. Though their main
McCormick, Lisa Birge, Barb emphasis was on education, they
Schroeder
and
Susan were also looking for possible
resources for programming on
RicQardson.
According to Sr. Ann Gog- campus.
"There are some within the
gin, director of Campus Minisuniversity
community who have
try, "Regis bas always been
homophobic." Goggin went on expressed a great urgency
to say that Regis is one of the about taking action now about
last Jesuit schools in the coun- homophobia here at Regis," says
try to address the issue of sex- Ken Phillips, a member of the
task force. "But it is the deep
ual identity on campus.
Although this topic has desire of the task force to proemerged at various times in vide services and implement
Student Life discussions, re- changes that will be well-rooted,
cent acts of discrimination, as long-lasting, and above all,
well increasingly vocal gay and respect the genuine needs, rights
lesbian students, have brought and privacy of the community
involved. It takes time to change
this issue to the forefront.
Barb Schroeder, associate attitudes and practices that have
director of Athletics, feels that gone unexamined and unchalthe athletic coaches ~hould lenged for so long."

Cascade Project encourages interactive
community service with less privileged
by Gabe Shrader
Guest reporter

Community service? Why
should I do community service? I do enough recycling cans
and newspapers.
That seems to be the typical
reaction of a Regis student when
asked why they aren't involved
with community service. Jamie
Birge, director of the Cascade
Project, is trying to change this
view for Regis students. One
step is formation of the Cascade Project.
TheCascadeProjectisacommunity service project where
students help open doors to
education for different populations of people and demonstrate what Regis is accomplishing in the local community.

The Cascade Project emerged
outofahallway discussion between Dean Jud Shaver and
Birge on what Regis could be
accomplishing in the local
neighborhood and where we
needtomoveintermsoftrying
to open up doors of education
for those less privileged.
Jesuit education was based
on educating immigrants from
China and Ireland who came
to the U.S. to work on the railroads. Thatphilosophyofeducating people who are not in
the mainstream needs to be

continued ..
As a result of that philosophic conversation between
Birge and Shaver, Birge began thinking about how Regis
could make its presence known
to people in the neighborhood
who are primarily Hispanic.
Thus, the Cascade Project was
formed.
Upon joining the project, a
Regis student is paired up with
a student from an elementary,
middle, or high school. Each
Regis mentor spends three hours
a week with bis/her neighborhood student engaged in various activities.
These activities may include
academic rutoring, doing community service together, going
to museums, going to Nuggets
games, coming to the Regis
campus to see athletic events
or to use library or computer
facilities.
A typical neighborhood student is from a single-parent
family and, depending on age,
could be or have been involved
in drugs, acts of violence, gang
activity, or teen pregnancy.
Roughly 90% of the neighborhood students are Hispanic.
"These are children that are
exposed to some factors that
really can interrupt or halt
their educational process,"
Birge explained.

Birge selected Mike DeHerrer as project director. DeHerrera makes sure the project
participants are doing what they
are supposed to and that they
get along with each other. He
also helps with transportation
problems, personality conflicts,
or helping out if the relationship is not progressing the way
it should.
DeHerrera suggests programs
and group activities and organizes community service. Basically he runs things for the program.
Sarah Eads, experiential
education workship, and Birge
help DeHerrera with problems.
They brainstorm ideas and resolutions to problems, and make
sure the program goes smoothly.
They also submit reports to the
people who fund the project
(Colorado Campus Compact)
on bow they spend funds.
There are four project advisors at the educational institutions involved so that the students can go to them with problems they may encounter with
their Regis mentors.
There are 30 positions for
Regis mentors. Nine are vacant. If you are interested in
participating in the Cascade
Project, contact Birge at 4583550 or stop by Loyola #12.
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Freshmen leadership sets example
,.

'

by David Lowe
Guest reporter
Some say that the increased
student involvement · is the
result of solid student government, while others chalk it up
totheluckofthedraw. Whatever the case, leadership among
underclassmen students (freshman/sophomore) is up sharply
from years past.
Jim McCormick, director of
Campus Life and instructor
for the Freshman Leadership,
class says that the number of
students involved has increased
dramatically since coming here
six years ago.
"We have better programs
being
offere d
now, "
McCormick said. "The student body has come along
way ."
Sighting some of the reasons, McConnick said that 00%
of the freshmen entering last
year came because Regis was
their first and only choice.
"This says to me that people
are at Regis because they want
to be. In the past, spring was
transfer city, but that has
diminished. If people have a
bigger degree of commitment,
they'll be committed in what
they do and will want to succeed," McCormick added.
Todd LaSala, Student Executive Board president, said
that new students don' t have
as many negative influences
about Regis because many of

those people no longer go to
school.
"Two years from now when
the freshman and sophomore
classes are juniors and seniors, there will no longer be
the residue of apathy that has
been around for years."
Both McCormick and LaSala sighted the Freshman
Leadership class as an example.
The class which traditionally
receives 70 nominations bad

an increase to 91 this year.
Sixty freshman turned in applications and 22 were accepted
into the four year program.
"We've increased our (leadership) positions this year with
the addition of positions like
Peer Support and International
Host. More people have risen
to get noticed," McCormick
said.
Freshman Leadership student
Tom Carter credits the administration for the enthusiasm
among his classmates. "My
understanding is the school has
gone through changes in the
past years.
Fr. Sheeren's
administration seem to be close
to the student body."
Carter, who is involved in
the Philosophy Club, Golf team
and promotions chair for the
DeSmet Hall HGB says be is
like many of his classmates.
"A lot are involved in clubs.
People go out in groups. Our
class has a unified spirit and
people want to get involved."
While much of the credit can
be given to spirit and drive,
Todd LaSala also feels improving the Leadership Program
has had its' benefits.
"They overhauled the Sophomore Leadership Class and
added a junior leadership class."
The leadership classes aren't
the only areas where increased
student involvement has been
seen. PAC (Program Activi-
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Teacher profile: Dr. Kevin Maly

Few students know that Kevin Maly, communications arts
professor, is a Lutheran pastor. He feels his training in both
professions had made him more compassionate.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

by Andreatta Grisenti
Staff reporter

So, what's a Lutheran pastor
like Kevin Maly doing at a
place like Regis?
Maly, a communication arts
professor, leans back in a swivel
Bellarmine House of Studies
chair and ponders what brought
at St. Louis University- St. Louis, Missouri
him to Regis this year.
"I like small, liberal arts
A weekend for men considering a vocation to
schools," he begins. "I have
the priesthood or religious life-especially anyone
lots of respect for the Jesuit
considering the Jesuit way of life.
tradition. In my value system,
a Jesuit educational institution
The weekend provides an opportunity to spend
is tops."
some time in prayer reflecting upon the call to
It's fortunate he feels that
priesthood or brotherhood and to learn more
way. Because Maly is ordained,
about the Jesuit way of life by meeting with
be must each in a "church
Jesuits in formation (training) in the St. Louis
school" or have a parish. He
area.
has been ordained for almost
10 years but does not want to
Or contact Fr. Carl Heumann, S.J.
For more information contact:
head a church.
in Campus Ministry.
FR. TIM McMAHON SJ • Vocation Director
"If you have a parish of2,000
4511 West Pine Boulvard • St. Louis, MO 63108
adults,
there are 2,000 sets of
Phone: (314) 361-7765
unrealistic expectations," he
l!.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;:,,I comments. "I was a pastor for
four years, and it kept me going
seven days a week, 24 hours a
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ties Council) has seen their

attendance numbers rise
sharply. The average movie
attendance at Regis number
169 while dance events show
the average attendance at 237.
"They' ve (freshman class)
been active in putting pride in
the things that the school does,"
Vice-President of PAC Dom
Dezzutti said. "Volunteers from
the freshmen class have done a
lot for us and I expect them to
be very influential next year."

COME AND SEE

)

Special Student and Faculty Airfares
Major Airlines -No Charters
,.~~ Scheduled
50 U.S. Departure Cities
75 Foreign Destinations
International Student Exchange ID Cards
International Faculty ID Cards
International Youth Hostel Handbooks
Eurail and Britmil Passes
Let's Go Europe Guides
American Express Travelers Cheques
Groups or Individuals
ASK ABOUT OUR EXPRESS ID CARD SERVICE
"Celebrating our 34th Year in Student Trave1"

day. I don't think a person
should have to live that way."
Although he feels this way
about full-time pastoring, Maly
still carries out some part-time
pastoral duties. He is on call
at a local parish one weekend
a month, which requires him
to respond to any crises at the
church and preach on Sunday.
Maly also teaches courses for
Lutheran lay ministers and
helps organize education programs for the Lutheran church.
Whether Maly's behind the
pulpit or the podium, teaching
has been an integral part of his
life. He's been at it since
1974, when he served as a
teaching assistant at the Universtity of Minnesota. He earned
his master's degree and went
on to become a full-time faculty member at the school.
Then, he entered the seminary and directed education
programs for Campus Ministry at the Unhiersity of Minnesota. Later, he was in charge

of the education program for
his parish. He came to Colorado in 1987 as a teaching fellow at the University of Denver, where be earned his doctorate in communications.
Maly's passion for teaching
comes across as he explains
his expectations of students.
He works hard to ex.cite students about what they' re learning, and he constantly reminds
them to be critical listeners
and "critical consumers of
communication."
Maly describes his teaching
style as "interactive," and he
feels that students are too passive. "I almost want to beg
students to challenge me sometimes," he ·remarks. "I feel
like saying, 'Come on. I just
said something outrageous. Do
something. React.'"
Maly' s informal teaching
style fits right in with his appearance. At Regis, students
expect to see priests wearing
clericalcollars. Theymayfind
it hard to believe thatMaly'sa
pastor as he strides across
campus in cowboy boots.jeans
and a leather jacket.
Besides teaching, Maly helps
coach the Regis forensics team,
advises communication majors
and is putting together some
service learning courses.
Being a pastor and a teacher,
Maly says. has taught him many
valuable lessons. He believes
he is more compassionate and
a better listener. And he's discovered that "people are fragile, and life is not fair. The
sooner you come to grips with .
those two facts of life, the easier you are on others and yourself."
Kevin Maly answered the call
to become a teacher and a pastor. He's using the skills he
learned in both of these professions to help Regis students
find their place in the world.
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Fr. Sheeran unites f acuity and staff
by Stephanie Roller
Senior reporter

92' grad Jeff Bishop free falls from 12,000 feet and excalims,
"It's just like walking on a pillow of air."
Bill Jackson/ special to Highlande

Skydiving con't from p.1
walking. Afteryou'veleamed
"-t. 'jOO 111st dO it without thinking."
Bishop felt himself penetrate a cloud as the air grew
thicker. Falling through a
cloud magnifies the perception of speed because it gives
a stationary reference. Bishop
said any moisture in t)le air,
such as rain, can hurt because of the difference of
speed at which both the skydiver and the rain travel.
While practicing front and
back flips, Bishop periodically checked his wristmounted altimeter to determine the distance from the
ground. When he reached an
altitude of 4,000 feet, Bishop
tracked, moving his arms and
legs straight back which
caused him to shoot across
the sky at a speed of 200
mph.
At this moment, Bishop noticed ground rush, a nonthreatening sensation of falling. With a fall rate of 1,000
feet every five seconds,
Bishop ceased tracking and
deployed his parachute at

2,000 feet.

Study abroad in China
Senior reporter ··

Are you looking for an opportunity to study abroad and
learn about another culture? The
China Connection, Inc. may be
the connection for you. The
eight week study/tour program
is specially designed for U.S.
students interested in studying
Mandarin and the History and
Culture of China. The trip is

ences and the research and
publishing of student work.
"Denise Guinn [Claire Booth
Luce associate professor in
chemistry] came to us because
the quality of the student experience in science has been recognized." In addition, Joanne
Karpinski, associate professor
of English, was named a
Fullbright Scholar and will teach
Contemporary American Critical Practices at Moscow University next year.
"Two weeks ago, I looked on
with pride as Hung Pham was
honored by USA Today for his
research in the sciences and his
service to the poor. This honor
reflects not only the hard work
of Hung Pham, but the work of
hundreds of students at Regis
University that do this everyday," said Fr. Sheeran.
Fr. Sheeran announced that
due to a change in the projected
growth and the amount of revenue generated, cutbacks in the
budget will occur but won't
include any freezes. The changing focus is shifting from the
growth of the University to the
quality of its programs and
students.
The last part of Fr. Sheeran's
address centered around a concern he heard from various

Please see
Sheeran p. 12

The transition fro111

free fall to the parachute ride was
abrupt. From the loud, ripping
wind to the silence out of reach of
society's noise, the three minute
ride offered a sense of security as
well as thrills.
The construction of the canopy
offered not only forward speed,
but awesome maneuverability. By
pulling down a toggle, a steering
line which helps control the speed,
Bishop spiraled toward the earth.
Close to the surface, he released
the toggle and effortlessly
skimmed the snow that blanketed
the field at Skydive Colorado in
Loveland. His feet gently touched
the ground and the parachute
slowly deflated, completing yet
another satisfying skydive.
After packing his parachute in
his small black, blue and silver
container, Bishop went to manifest to sign up for the next plane
load and pay for his next jump.
Bishop is currently training with
the four-way free fall team, Air
Image, for the U.S. National
Skydiving Championships. Nationals will be held in October
1993 in DeLand, Fla.

by Stephanie Roller

The challenge to influence
men and women to produce a
better world is one goal of the
Society of Jesus and that challenge is brought into focus at
Regis University through efforts to teach the whole person.
Excellence in the Jesuit Tradition is the mission of the faculty and staff at Regis College,
the School for Health Care
Professions, and the School for
Professional Studies.
Fr.
Michael Sheeran, S.J. spoke to
150 faculty and staff of the three
schools on Sunday, February
28 about their efforts to help
students become leaders and to
answer the question "How ought
we to live?"
Fr. Sheeran spoke of Regis'
history and the beginnings of
Jesuit influence. He spoke of
the Jesuit schools that were established because they believe
in scholarship and in the potential impact that those teaching
at Jesuit schools have on their
students.
"Saint John Francis Regis
[after whom Regis University
was named] worked in the
mountains of France preaching
and reaching out to the poor.
That tradition is carried on today
with the outreach by the faculty
and staff to the studen ts and the

community around Regis," said
Fr. Sheeran. "Jesuit schools
have tended to focus on the
active students and not the faculty. It is the faculty and staff,
though, that help the Jesuits
reach out to students."
Fr. Sheeran then highlighted
recent accomplishments of each
individual school and how the
faculty are reaching out to students.
Fr. Sheeran announced that
the nursing program just received their first accreditation
through Regis University .
Previous accreditation was
through Loretto Heights College. Fr. Sheeran noted: "The
nursing program is in full
compliance in 19 of 20 areas
and received the full eight year
accreditation for the undergraduate program and the full five
year accreditation for the graduate program."
In the School for Professional
Studies (SPS), Fr. Sheeran recognized the "quality in our adult
education." "We are known
around the country for it. Four
other Universities have looked
to us for leadership in establishing programs at their
schools." "The flexibility and
willingness to serve the adult
students is thestrengthofSPS."
Fr. Sheeran recognized Regis College "for opportunities
given to students in the sci-

designed to promote relations
between China and the United
States.
From June 4 to July 27, 1993,
students will study and tour the
countryside of China from
Sbangh~ to Beijing. Upon ~riving in Beijing, students will

Please see
tour P. 12

China

GET INVOLVED!
Applications for Fall 1993

Ranger Yearbook
KRCX Radio

Highlander Newspaper
Applications are available
at the Communication Arts
Office in Loyola Hall
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Entertainment---------------

The Kents - The happy happy joy joy band
by Barb Shockley

Entertainment Editor
For a band that definately
lives on stage and makes hard
work a living, The Kents are
slowly growing in popularity.
The Kansas City, Missouri
quartet has been around for
three or four years slowly climbing the club/bar scene, doing
college gigs and touring the
country for their newest release on City Spark Records,
Gauche.
A musically hodgepodge
band, they sound like anything
from Jane's Addiction, The
Ramones, U2, R.E.M., The
Origin to Soul Asylum. Their
live sound is a lot different
from theirmellowCD ...butl'll
get to that later.
The evening began with certain instances that were reminiscent of the movie Spinal
Tap; everything from management at Herman's Hide-AW ay wanting to kick us out at
9 :00 to wondering if they were
even going to show up (their
Utah gig was canceled due to
weather). Hardly anything went
smoothly.

Dennis (drums), Joe Rose (guitars) and finally Mike Devine
(singer/guitars) strolled in; we
really had no idea it was them.
The picture their publicist gave
us was not anything like what
they look like in person, let me
tell ya!
Well, Devine found our table
and eventually took us downstairs to do the interview.
Covering everything from
stories of sexual experiences to
sarcastically claiming how hard
it was to find everyone with the
last name of Kent to play in the
band to having their van broken into in San Francisco to
gay bikers on acid and
dopeheads on mopeds to
Wheeler's strange encounter
with a man in a wheelchair in
Seattle, they kept me in high
spirits.
While Rose and Wheeler were
the comedians, Dennis was the
normal "quiet" drummer and
Devine held everything together
with his seriousness and sincerity.
While the autographs were
being passed around they al-

Wbile waiting for the guys
to show for an interview, I

tered themselves on the pho-

watched a band set up the equipment. What I thought were
roadies were the opening band.
DU' s own Electric Swingset
kept Jen and I occupied from
6:30to8:30rating theirsoundcheckandsuch. (Tbey'renota
bad band, we just didn't see
much of them)
Around 5 to 9:00, The Kents
finally arrived. (Thank God for
that!) At first we didn't know
for sure if it was them or not.
(From their road tech Jason
Dennis who sort of looks like
he belongs in Alice In
Chains ...and is always asked
ifhe'sLayneStaleyandifhe'd
sing Would? floating around
the premises, to the rest of the
band stumbling in one at a time.)
Mike Wheeler (bass), Jon

tos. Oh, happy happy joy joy ...
Defining success as "Totally
free beer!", Wheeler sticks a
cigarette up his nose and inquires, "If this is a band room,
how come there's nothing on
the walls?" Grabbing some
pens, "Oh, the colors! Happy
~appy joy joy!", he starts to
scribble all over everything. (I
noticed that happy happy joy
joy was their theme of the night)
Asking my normal "bandmates as food" .question, they
answered everything from broccoli, onions, a russet potato,
pork chops to beer. They loved
the question. (As with my other
"creative" questions, "What is
in your pockets right now?" to
"If you could be either a cat, rat
orabat, whatwouldyoubeand

Toe Kents hanging out before their set. From left to right: Jon Dennis (drums), Joe Rose
(guitars), Jason Dennis (tech), Mike Wheeler (bass), and Mike Devine (vocals, guitars).
Barbara Shockley/Highlander.
why?")
Wheeler still inquiring about
everything asked, "Hey man,
where did Devine go?"
Jon answers, "Went upstairs
and disappeared with all of
the money ." noting that they
always go upstairs to "check
out" the opening band. It was
normal for Devine to disap-

rock'n'roll. On the album The
Kents songs are so melancholy,
but live they are 15 times harder,
louder and more obnoxious.
Slamming through their first
45 minute set, playing "Situations," "Good Intentions,"
"Edge" and their first single
off of the album, "Girlfriend
& Pistol," The Kents proved

early, Devine came up to our
table and started to chat. The
best thing about this band is
that they're not pretentious
headaches, like a lot of other
bands. They were actually cool
to bang with. Devine treated
me like a royal queen the whole
night, making sure everything
was happy happy joy joy.
The Keats are one of the

pear during interviews.

how tight they actually are.

After a while it seemed like
they were interviewing me
instead of the other way
around ... asking me the same
questions that I asked them.
(What a scary thought!)
About then the manager
comes down to inform us that
the opening band was on their
last song. Around midnight
The Kents took the stage and
had bass trouble.
While
Wheeler scrambled around for
a new bass string, the rest of
the three guys continued playing, acting like nothing was
wrong. They did a great job
of covering without him.
Finally starting over (to
around 40 people) a few minutes later, "Shudder" was
100% pure energy, raw, live

Even though they have a new ·greatest band l have seen live.
rhythm section they all acted Their energy on the stage is so
like they were together for powerful that a lot of bands
could use a lesson or two from
decades.
Their first set held such power these guys.
and energy that it was hard not
Devine's guitar work and
to groove. The only problem singing kicked, Rose's solos
with The Kents set was that no were psychedelic, moody and
one was dancing. Crowd reac- had great effects, Wheeler's bass
tion stunk! But,judgingbythe was loud pounding heart stoplooks of the crowd, they did
pin' groove and Jon's powerful
like the music. Heads were drum beats were erratic and got
bobbing in approval.
your feet stompin.
Taking a small break before
Grade: A++ (Killer! Almost
their second set, everyone made me die!)
seemed to think they were done
The Kents will be back in
with the show, so everyone Denver in a few months. Go
left the scene. By the time check them out, the show is
they got back on stage there
worth it! Listen to KRCX to
were seven people left, includ- hear The Kents. (Tuesdays 6:00
ing the bartenders.
to 8:00 p.m.)
Discouraged and giving up

St. Patrick's

The Kents live (L to R): Mike Wheeler, MikeDevine, Jon Dennis and Joe Rose.
Barbara Shockley/ Highlander.

A Country state of mind: Joe Diffie
Just a Regular Joe - Part Two

by Matt Goularte
Entertainment Staff Reporter

On February 25 the "ReguFrom what I heard, this album
to only the original done by
lar Joe" tour came to Denver's
will be just as big as the othHank Williams, Sr.
very own Grizzly Rose. When
ers.
During his encore, the
Joe Diffie emerged from the
If you like singers that can
Beatles' "Yesterday" was perbackstage area he was greeted
give a live performance that formed a capella and sounded
by an enthusiastic
packed
house. All
the fans got
their ten
dollars
worth and
thensome.
The first
three songs
were the
Pe r f e c t Country star Joe Diffie at the Grizzly Rose posing with Entertainment staff
tempo to reporter Matt Goularte.
match the .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:_N:..:.ic=k.:....T.:..oc=z::ek/:'......'.Hi~·g~h:la:_:n:d:e::_r·: __J
crowd. Diffie didn't waste
any time at all. "Next Thing
Smokin' ," "Regular Joe" and
"New Way To Light Up An
Old Flame" really got the crowd
going. Diffie really seems to
have a wide rangeoffans from
18 to 60 years ofage, even former Broncoo kicker Rich Karlis
was on hand.
Whether the fans were sittin' down having a beer,

sounds just as good if not better than the albums, then Diffie is the man to see.
At the end of the song "Ships
That Don't Come In," Diffie
belted out two tremendously
long notes, the likes of which
I can't remember ever hearing. With the exception of
perhaps Hank Williams, Jr. or
Garth Brooks I've never seen
the crowd get so involved.
In about the middle of the

shootin' pool. dancin' or standing and watching the show,

show he dedicated a song to a

you could tell that they were
having a good time by the
looks on their faces.
Along with the songs from
the albums Diffie has already
released, several songs from
the up-coming album Honky
Tonk Attitude were performed.

special friend from the Coors
Co. I think that the title was
(after word change) "All That's
Left in Refrigerator is an Ice
Cold Coors and Sweet Tater."
Diffie also gave an awesome
rendition of "Jambalaya (On
The Bayou)" that was second
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fantastic. The show ended
with "Great Balls Of Fire" in
which most of the fans took
part in singing.
Prior to my interview with
Diffie, I asked a security guard
named Quigg how he thought
the concert went as far as out
of control fan behavior.
Quigg's response was, "It was
a good night Crowd was calm."
He also said that the crowd
was a pleasurable one for once

hit, he remarked, "I really loved
that song. I thought it was a hit
when we wrote it. We wrote it
in like two hours, demoed it
and got it cut all in the same
month. Wish they all were that
easy."
Diffie said that he definitely
was worried about being a one
hit wonder when his first single
went to #1 but was relieved
when the second single did the
same.
Tammy Wynette says that
he's her favorite singer. When
asked about it, Diffie blushed
and replied, it "blows my mind."
He attributes a lot of his success to the musicians claiming
that they are "invaluable, they
come up with intro licks and
arrangements . They really are
the unsung heros of the music
business."
In the beginning of his career Joe was a demo artist. He
says that a song called "Who's
Fool Do I Want To Be" was his
favorite . Since it hasn't been
released Diffie is contemplating doing just that.
Only one of the demos he
has turned down turned out to
be a hit, and that was "All My

and it was a nice change.

Old FJmpes" i;,y Marlc Chesnutt.

I asked Dime if he had ever
thought he would become as
successful as he has. Joe's
reply was, "No,lreallydidn't.
I just wanted to go to Nashville and see what happened. I
gave myself five years." Luckily for the fans he hit it big in
When asked if he
three.
knew "There Goes My Heart
Again" was going to be a big

who just happens to be one of
the most enjoyable performers
Diffie has worked with. When
asked who his favorite singer
was, he wasted no time in saying, "George Jones." Hank
Williams, Sr. and Lefty Frizzell were bis choices when asked
what two singers he would like
to work with saying that "It
would be cool!"

Diffie says that trying to establish an image is hard. "We've
tried goin' with jackets, without jackets, different colored
shirts and different kinds of
shirts. The irony of it is that
I'm a honky tonk kind of traditional singer and I don't wear a
hat."
When I complemented him
on his regular everyday image,
he thanked me and credited his
parents and the way he was ·
raised.
Diffie likes to spend his spare
time playing golf. "I really
enjoy golf. (I) get to get away ·
from phones, people and stuff."
Regarding the unintentionally .
autobiographical nature of .·
"Regular Joe," he replied, "I
guess you can't help but to
pick songs you relate to."
After alf his success, Diffie
still can't believe how fans are
willing to wait in lines hours
for autographs. "The first Fan
Fair I went to I thought, 'well,
there will probably be about
ten people there.' I signed all
day and never did (reach the)
end (of) the line." Diffie said
that they'll sign autographs
when they can, but on the road
they're often pressed for time.

When asked what be would
change about bis life ifbe could,
he claimed, "I don't know, I'm
pretty happy with the way I
ain."

I would like to say thanks to
Joe Diffie and all the staff at
the Grizzly Rose and Image
Management Group Inc, for
all their help.
See ya!

Getting the infection ...
The Infectious Grooves - Part One
by Barb Shockley
Entertainment Editor
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"You guys gotta come to
And what was the crowd
totally screwin' with their
the show, there' s gonna be a
reaction to the Grooves since
brains, ..! never had anything
lot of rippin'!!!" exclaims
-~--~thrown atme."
Infectious Grooves/Suicidal
Asking if Ozzy was going
Tendencies bassist Robert
to do some "surprise" apTrujillo.
pearances on their tour he
During a recent interview
replies, "Ozzy' s probably,
with him, he explained to
" youknow,chillin' in his crib,
methewholeprocessofhow
relaxing ... Ozzy's a good
the Grooves started as a band,
guy!" (In other words, no.)
Suicidal Tendencies and
picking the members that they
Infectious Grooves will be
did and how opening for Ozzy
Osbourne was "a big chalplaying at the Boulder Field
rujillo, bassist for Infectous
lenge."
House on March 8. Tickets
Grooves and Suicidal Tendencies.
Ozzy had appeared on the
are on sale now at all Ticket
Grooves' first album singSpecial to Highlander. Master locations, call 290cal
•
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' T I X S for information.
ing on a track
led 'Tuertheywerenewandnooneknew
Foraconcertreviewandmore
apy," then they did a tour towho they were? "Here we were, of this interview, tune in to
gether. "When Ozzy is after
Infectious Grooves, playing Issue 13 for more of the infecyou, it's a very special thing.
James Brown grooves to these
bikers and s*** that are Sab- tion.
He didn't even want Suicidal
To be continued ...
Tendencies to open for him,
bath fanatics. Here's James
he wanted Infectious."
Brown being played to them

- ,.,4.
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Sports

Lacrosse team falls short in first ever home game
by E. J. Feulner
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Guest reporter
The first ever Regis Lacrosse
Team nearly made history when
the Rangers fell just short of winning their first game on Sunday,
February 21.
The Ranger "stick-men" were
able to conquer the cold, windy
weather on their home field, but
were unable to score the tying
goal with just a minute left to
play, and thus had to endure a
close, hard fight 12 - 11 loss to
Crooked Arrow out of Boulder.
But rather than calling it a loss,
coach Tom Lion preferred to call
it "an enormous success." He
went on to explain, "when looking at this game, one must see the
incredible improvement these kids
have worked so bard to achieve
since last taking the field in the
fall semester."
In proving his point, Lion needed
to look no further than the comeback mounted by the Rangers
following the break before the
final period.
"The team played with incredible emotion and demonstrated a
lot of poise while rolling off four
unanswered goals early in the
fourth quarter," declared Dan
Golightly, a defenseman for the
Regis team.
It was described as a "team effort," by co-captain Sean Breen
(6 goals, 3 assists). "Obviously

the offense had to put the points
on the scoreboard, but Lou
[Ficco], Dan [Golightly], John
[Harbaugh], Paul [Dalpes], E.
J. [Feulner] and the rest of the
defense including goalies Chris
[Usher] and Forest [Murphy]
bad to rally and shut down
Crooked Arrow's strong attack. Without that, we would
never have been able to mount
such a dramatic comeback."
But the comeback fell just
short as Breen cut and dodged
to get an open shot with a few
ticks on the clock remaining,
but alas it was not to be; he
missed wide.
Co-captain E. J. Feulner was
later heard telling Breen, "had
it not been for your six goals,
we would never have been in
the game to begin with." This
was the feeling echoed by the
rest of the players as they
walked off the frozen field
with their heads held high and
their pride intact.
The Rangers got off to a
slow start by allowing two gools
early on in contest. But once
they were able to shake off the
first game jitters, the Rangers
proved to themselves and the
few die-hard fans frozen on
the sidelines that they can play
this game so foreign to most
ofus.
Their passes started to hit

the mark and gradually the
offense was able to put some
shots in the back of the net.
Through the first three quarters, both teams scored sporadically as Crooked Arrow built
a five goal lead; a lead they
were just able to sustain.
Then the Regis scoring onslaught started as quickly as the
icy wind suddenly ripped across
the field. The goals came rapidly as John Harbaugh won many
of the ensuing face offs leading
to quick goals by Breen, cocaptain Chris Usher, and Brian
Kelly. Seamus Daley added
two goals earlier in the game,
and Usher scored one of his two
goals before the remarkable
comeback bad begun.
Coach Lion hopes this game
demonstrated to his young team
exactly what it is capable of.
"We had a tough off season in
the fall, coming up short in all
our pre-season games," explained Lion. "The morale of
the team has been low at times,
but now the kids can see what
they are able to accomplish on
the field. and hopefully they
will continue to play up to their
obvious ability." If the team
takes heed to what coach Lion
says, the first Regis Lacrosse
team should enjoy a successful
season, all the while learning
the complexities of the game.

Injuries plague tennis teams
Michelle Freeman
Guest reporter
Toemen'sandwomen' stennis teams start their season
this Tuesday after facing injury and eligibility problems.
"Right now we want to keep
everyone healthy," said Tom
Peck, the head tennis coach.
"We' re very thin."
Practices began in late January, and two players are already out w ith injuries. Sophomore Shelly Dinges tore
the ligaments in her ankle and
freshman Damon Stano injured his knee last week and
is out for the rest of the season.
The team was already down
to the minimum amount of
players due to eligibility problems, a result of low grades.
Athletes are required to maintain a 2.0 GP A. This problem
affected both the men and
women.
"We need 150 percent from
every playernow," Peck said.
Peck is coaching his first
year at Regis after teaching
pro at Cheyenne Mountain

Racket Club in Colorado
Springs.
His main goal for this season is to "let everyone (opponents) know Regis was there."
He also wants to make his
players presence known during matches.
The women's singles line
up includes Wendy Strowbridge, Jody Wasmuth, Micki
Freeman, Dinges, Sherri Sauers and Katie Carlson. The
doubles teams will be formed
at a later time.
The m en's singles have been
rearranged more d ue to more
new players. Their lineup is
Hung Pham, Scott Kovacs, Fnc
Staton, Cooper Weeks, Hide
Arai and Barry Hanley.
The two teams open the season with Colorado Athletic
Conference (CAC) opponents
Metro State on Tuesday and
then at home against Denver
University on Wednesday.
Peck believes the Metro
matches will be close. However, he feels that D. U. is very
strong and probably the best
in the region.
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Denver boys of summer
await New York brawl
by Ryan Goltz
Guest reporter
Spring training is here, and
baseball fever is back. While
we in Denver may not be feeling it,' the "boys of summer"
are in Arizona and Florida.
With spring training just
underway, opening day isn' t
far off.
However, this year's opening day is going to be different. For the first time since
1977, expansion teams are
going to be taking part in the
activities. As we all know,
one of those expansion teams
will be located right here in
Denver- the Colorado Rockies. On April 6 history will
be made.
,T he Colorado
Rockies will play their franchise opener in New York
against the Mets. Two days
later, they will appear in Mile
High Stadium against the Montreal Expos.
Exactly how is the studentbody at Regis responding to
the Rockies? Dave DeArment,
a senior baseball player says,
"I'm thrilled to death. It's
like a dream come true." Dave
also added, ''I'm probably the

Rockies number one fan! My
room is decorated with almost
every piece of memorabilia and
parafinalia the Rockies have."
The spirit of the Rockies may
be that of a World Series contender, but the team its self is
far from World Series quality.
The opening day line-up will
be made up of players from
nine different teams.
One of the probable starters
in center field is Alex Cole
(who was acquired from the
Pittsburgh Pirates). Cole will
provide plenty of speed and
defense.
At first base we will have
Andres Galaraga (from the St.
Louis Cardinals) who will give
the Rockies some much needed
power.
But perhaps the biggest Rockies acquisition is the catcher
Joe Giradi. Giradi was acquired from the Chicago Cubs
and supplies plenty of experience that an expansion team
needs in order to grow. The
Colorado Rockies road to the
World Series will be an uphill
battle. Experts are projecting
that the Rockies will lose far
more games than they will win

in their first couple of years in
the league.
However, this projection
doesn't seem to bother the avid
Rockies fans. When asked if the
losing seasons of tJ1e Rockies
will cause Dave's interest to
dwindle, he replied, "Heck no !
I'll always be their number one
fan." As of now the overall
concern of the fans is not whether
the Rockies win or lose, but
rather that Colorado has a Major
League Baseball team.
Even with all of the "Rockies
spirit" present, a good majority
of the fans are excited about
watching the opposing teams.
DeAnnent admitted that he is
thrilled that he is going to be
able to see the Houston Astros
play in Mile High a couple of
times a year.
But he made it clear that his
favorite team is still the Rockies. DeArment shares the same
belief that many of the citizens
ofColoradodo. SincetheRockies are going to be pretty bad for
a while- why not go and see the
opposing teams? Butl think it is
safe to say that in the long run
the Colorado Rockies will have ·
a very loyal following.

REGIS UN\VERS\TY

Basketball news: With their current 17 -9 record the men's team is
ranked third in the CAC. Four students from Regis were selected for
the CAC Academic All-Conference Team; Jayson Arosteguy and Joe
Quadhamer were selected for the men's team while Corrinne Deters
and Julie Eymann received women's honors. Deters also ranked 19th
in the nation for free-throwing accuracy with a 82.7 conversion percentage.
Photo Editor/Highlander

PAC

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
PAC HOTLINE 458-4395

THURSDAY THRILLSMarch 4th - TACT
Regis Music in Pub

CAREER CORNER
by Carla Johnson
Career Services

Americans are the most active
"joiners" of any society. The
Encyclopedia of Associations
organizations. Savvy job hunters can utilize their involvement with clubs and professional organizations to locate
prospective employers.
The first step in using associations wisely is to match your
needs and interests with those
of the group you are considering. Define your reasons for
joining.
Do ·you want to further your
knowledge and gain expertise?
Brainstorm solutions to
workplace problems with colleagues? Meet people with
whose companies you would
like to work? Get new business for an idea or product you
are promoting? Find people
who are just as excited about a
field as you are?
Attend at least two meetings
of the association you are tar~
geting to help you identify its

primary focus. Denver Meets
lists group meeting times and
whether they allow visitors.
Regis students are fortunate
to live in a city that hosts many
professional conventions; attending them can connect you
with people from all over the
world who may have job opportunities. Someofthemeetings will even have formal interview arrangements. A few
of the groups meeting in Denver this year are: World Youth
Day, American Chemical Society, National Association of
College Stores, Air & Waste
Management Association,
Christian Ministries Convention, National Science Teachers Association, National Conference on Migrant& S~onal
Farmworkers, American Library Association, General (life
insurance) Agents & Managers Association and National
Association of Housing & Redevelopment Officials.
Career Services has contact
names for these groups.

f.

March 11 - SPRING BREAK
March 18 - Michael Gulezian

Guitar in the Pub

MOVIESMarch 16 - Distinguished Gentleman at 9 p.m.

Ranger Day Meetings Wednesdays at
tJoon

~
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Have a great and safe SPRING BREAK!

I
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Sheeran cont. from p. 7
groups he has met with in the
last few months.
"There is a controversy over
proposed involvement in the
Mind Extension University [a
cable-course offering program]
and the attitudes and concern of
people on opposite sides. There
has been a temptation for each
of the three schools to say, 'I
don't need you. You should
fail.' We don't want to follow
the model of state universities
where departments don't work
together for the good of the uni-

versity," said Fr. Sheeran.
"We must stay away from the
we/they between schools and pretending that each school is all
important. All three schools fit
the model of leadership and the
Jesuit mission. We need all three
schools to work together because
we need all three schools to make
Regis University," said Fr.
Sheeran.
"Regis is usually at its best due
to the quality and dedication the
faculty and staff have to the institution and to the students."

Airline reservation numbers:
American Airlines
Alaska Airlines
America West Airlines Continental Airlines- - .
Delta Airlines - - . Northwest Airlines- - .
Southwest Airlines - - Trans World Airline,United Airlines - - USAir - - - - - -

After you have calted • 1e air:ir.t calt ISE Rights at

800 • 255 • 1000
to iss1

Virtually alf major airlines participate:
American, Alaska, America West, Continental,
Delta, Northwest, Southwest, TWA, United,
US Air, plus many more.

portation, all books, fees and
tuition for the six week study/
tour, a public transportation pass
for two months in Beijing and
tickets to special events. College credit may be arranged,
depending upon college transfer
credit policy.
The study/tour is sponsored
by Professor Vernon Moody at
Metropolitan State College. The
tour is open to all interested students, staff and faculty. For more
information, contact Angie
Moody at 698-9497.

P41f ...bf $10.00
For years American and
foreign students have
enjoyed tremendous savings
on international flights to
Europe and Asia with their
!SE CARD. Now you can
also save on domestic flights
in North America. Virtually
all major airlines participate
with the !SE CARD.
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In addition to these !SE CAH) /-".~- ~
benefits in the Cniterl Stat ,
$~
if you go abroad you ,..,,J,
, ?
i".;. ~
receive absolutely FFF.E
:..
U'l
~
the overseas benefits A •he \'~'
.2"
!SE CARD: trem~ndou,
~ "~ ~,\,'}"
savings on admissions to
~'~
museums, castles, exh,01 s; \11 c:a
discounts on accommo~, t,o·.; •1r. ~'C1Jnd
transportation: ferrier. tni,· ,u,•s Also included·
FREE OF CHARGE · a $£. .,PO "isic :redical
insurance package an,I $:;. (1% m 1Jiccl evacuation
coverage while you a:,, ou•s,dc 101 home country.
You have a 24 hour w~ ·lci<v . , 1ss .ta~ce service :o
help with lost passpom, t,", ;',,,~•mer.ts, or legal
problems.
Even emergency cash car, b, ;r~t t you' All this and
more is INCLUDED FRE f , 1 ·;e with your !SE
CARD.

There are NO blackout dates; NO minimum stays;
NO maximum stays. There are NO strings attached,
except that the ticket has to cost at least $150.00.
To take advantage: You must have an !SE CARD
which costs~annually.
Sf1,«itd ~ : ~ - """9d 1-, ~ 'J,,u.

China tour cont. from p. 7
live in the dormitories at the
Beijing Polytechnic University
and will attend classes in Mandarin an<l Chinese culture and
history.
Sights of interest for students
to see are Tienanmen Square,
The Great Wall, TheForbidden
City, The Summer Palace, The
Peking Man site and a trip to the
shores of the Yellow Sea.
The cost of the study/tour is
$3,980 and includes roundtrip
airfare from Los Angeles to
China, all meals and special
banquets, all tour costs and trans-

800 • 433 • 7300
:JOO • 426 • 0333
800 • 247 • 5692
ilOO • 525 • 0280
800 • 221 • 1212
800 • 225 • 2525
',00 • 435 • 9792
t 00 • 221 • 2COO
mo• 241 • 6E22
~. 00 • 428 • 4322
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Join today and sli'ort to take il ~. ·1t<- e 01 stu,ient savings:
SATISFACTION 91.n.: c1nb::e . 11 your , \One\ back.
ORDER FORM .:on;• !l~· sea ;nd mail)

CARDS®

You get the absolutely lowest fare by calling your favorite
airline DIRECTLY yourself. Make your reservation but do ·
not pay for it. Then call !SE Flights toll free. We will issue
your ticket at the price quoted by the airline. and send it to
you that same day, PLUS, you will receive a $10.00
rebate check along with every ticket you order. Use them
to fly home, fly to school, on vacation, on job interviews.
To take advantage: You must have an !SE CARD. The !SE
CARD costs '$15-00 annually. Special Offer: Order now
and get FOUR MONTHS FREE. Pay only $10.00.
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Advertising Policies:
The Highlander will not accept trade-outs for advertising space without the
written agreement of the editor-in-chief and the faculty advisor.
To buy advertising space, call the Highlander at 458 -4152 or visit the office in
Room 211 of the Student Center.

CLASSIFIEDS
--

1-::~::ISER
As an Army Nurse on active duty or in the Army Reserve, you'll
get the respect, prestige and benefits of being an officer.
You'll also be a leader on a high-level health care team, and your
opinions and advice will be listened to and acted upon.
Equally important to your career growth will be the opportunity
to pa:ticipat~ in various continuing education programs, national
nursmg semmars and conventions, plus the valuable experience of
working with an exceptional health care team.
Learn more about Army benefits and getting the prestige and
respect you deserve. Call:

303-360-9378
BE ALL YOU CAN BE;·

ARMY RESERVE
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small group with a
little energy and
a lot of excitement
to earn $500-$1500
in just one week!
Call 1-800-592-2121
Ext. 313

CHEAP BEER
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Attention Students!

Natural Looking

Improve grades on
term papers, presentations, reports, flowcharts, graphs, resumes, etc, Highquality, laser-printed,
documents. Fast
service
Reasonable Rates
Call 233-4659

Verna's

Now hiring students.
$300/$900 wkly. Summer/Full Time. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Bartenders,

~
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Cruise Ship
Employement

with Regis I.D.
9 p.m. to close
Every Thursday
SOAPY SMITH'S
534-1111
14th & Larimer

oet
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Casino Dealers,Etc.
World Travel- Caribbean,
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii.
No Experience Necessary.

Call 1-602-68()-03.23
Ext 23.

' I

Nails
$18.00 for Full Set
$12.00 for Rebase
ca[[ 433.1ss1

RAT OLYMPICS!
Brought to you by the
Psychology Depa,;ment

Tuesday, March 23rd
at 3~30 p.m.
Science Building
Room 104
JJ:.{{ Invi.teafor

tli.e 'E;rritementl
Any questions call X4991
orX5058
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